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MET-SEAM® Aluminium

...simple
      by design

Met-Seam® ALUMINIUM 
Specifically manufactured for Roofing and Façade Standing 
Seam and Cladding systems.

PACKING
Met-Seam® Aluminium ranges are stocked in 
large master coils and when sold as coil are 
dispatched on timber pallets which have been 
shrink wrapped. If manufactured into one of 
our panelling systems then please refer to the 
packaging details for that system. 

PROTECTIVE FILM
In most cases MS Aluminium will come with 
a protective film on the outer surface in 
order to protect the face during handling and 
installation. Ideally the Protective Film should 
be removed from the entire surface at the same 
time, however, if there is other work going on 
close by that could result in damage to the 
surface it would be advisable to protect the 
surface. 

If the film is left on for a long period of 
time it can become difficult to remove, it is 
advisable to remove the film within 4 weeks of 
installation.

DELIVERY
Met-Seam Ltd will endeavour to deliver on time 
every time, but we accept no responsibility for 
late deliveries. We can organise the delivery or 
clients can arrange their own collection. The 
client becomes responsible for the materials 
once they have left our premises. Off-loading is 
the responsibility of the client.

SITE INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
Met-Seam Technical department will offer 
practical advice and assistance. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Met-Seam will assist in the preparation of 
specifications and can supply project specific 
specifications on request.

DESIGN
Met-Seam Ltd will assist Architects and 
Specifiers with designs and details. The 
earlier we get involved the better as this will 
keep continuity through the various stages of 
design, planning, tendering, installation and 
maintenance, ensuring the client gets a first 
class roof which has been accurately designed, 
correctly detailed and installed by a competent 
contractor. 

TRAINING
Met-Seam Ltd are dedicated to ensuring a high 
standard of site installation for all our systems 
regardless of the metal type, which is why we 
recommend that our systems are installed by 
competent and skilled operatives. Met-Seam 
also offers training courses for all our metal 
panel systems.

ADVANTAGES

TO THE ROOFING CONTRATOR
Met-Seam Ltd only recommends those 
roofing contractors who are competent and 
experienced on the correct installation of the 
Met-Seam® MS range of systems. 
Met-Seam Ltd have strict contractor criteria 
and we have carefully chosen those contractors, 
who have demonstrated that they have the 
skill level within their workforce, can pay 
particular attention to detail and who operate in 
a professional manor in the instigation of their 

work. We offer full technical support including 
on site problem solving. It is our priority that 
our system is installed correctly

TO THE PRINCIPLE CONTRACTOR
Because Met-Seam® MS ranges are installed 
by competent and experienced installers you 
can be sure that the building will be protected 
from the elements and that the system is 
installed to a very high level of workmanship. 

TO THE ARCHITECT
Met-Seam Ltd offer full technical advice and 
support both in specification and detailing. 
We want to get involved from the very 
beginning to assist in the smooth installation 
of our products. No Architect should ever be 
concerned about specifying any of our products 
as we are eager to assist in any way we can. 
On-site inspections, by one of our technical 
team, can be carried out to ensure that all our 
Met-Seam® MS ranges are being installed 
correctly, giving peace of mind to all concerned.

TO THE CLIENT
In choosing the Met-Seam® Aluminium range 
you can have the confidence that not only have 
you got a quality roofing or cladding product 
that is attractive and modern but that the 
roofing contractor who installed it has been 
chosen for their credentials, that Met-Seam has 
been involved in the specification, design and 
inspection of the system and equally important 
that you will have a system that has been 
competitively priced and value for money



...simple by design

Met-Seam® ALUMINIUM
TECHNICAL DETAILS

Met-Seam® Aluminium has been specifically 
manufactured for roofing and façade standing 
seam and cladding systems, it is extremely pliable 
and easy to work and form into shapes for panels, 
flashings, valleys, soakers etc.. keeping with our 
motto …simple by design…

Met-Seam® Aluminium is equally ideal for new 
or refurbishment projects and can give a building 
a very distinctive character of its own; it can be 
used to make a statement or to make your building 
stand out in the crowd. It is often used to imitate 
the more expansive metals such as Zinc or Copper 
when value engineering is required or when weight 
is an issue.

Met-Seam® Aluminium can be manufactured in 
any of our roofing and façades systems including 
MSPro standing seam system, MSTrad standing 
seam system, MSCas cassettes or MS Shingles.
Met-Seam® Aluminium is very light weight 
compared to many other metals used for roofing 
and façade and much lighter than slate or concrete 
tiles.

The table below shows the weight per m² of Met-
Seam® Aluminium flat sheet compared to the most 
popular metals used in roofing and façades.

METAL TYPE THICKNESS WEIGHT

Met-Seam 
Aluminium

0.7mm 1.93kg / m²

Stainless Steel 0.5mm 4.0kg / m²

Steel 0.6mm 4.71kg / m²

Zinc 0.7mm 5.04kg /m²

Copper 0.7mm 6.23kg / m²

Lead Code 3 15kg / m²

Met-Seam® Aluminium is resistant to UV light, 
it will not become brittle nor blister from the 
effects of light and weathering. It is dirt repellent 
and requires almost no maintenance and can be 
cleaned without the need for harmful agents or 
chemicals.

There is a vast range of colours when it comes 
to painted aluminium coatings, but to give you 
the best possible value and with our years of 
experience we stock the following colours. If you do 
not see what you are looking for please ask to see 
the full range.

MS9120
Zinc Pre-weathered Patina 

MS6108
Copper Patinated 

MS9105
Black 

MS7116
Anthra 

MS7103
Grey Metallic  

MS9104
Silver Metallic


